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ABSTRACT
ULTIMATE INTRINSIC SNR IN MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE IMAGING BY OPTIMIZING THE EM 
FIELD GENERATED BY INTERNAL COILS
Imad Amin Abdel-Hafez 
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ergin Atalar 
June 2000
A method to find the ultimate intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio (ISNR) in a 
magnetic resonance imaging experiment is applied to a human body model. 
The method uses cylindrical wave expansion to represent an arbitrary electro­
magnetic field inside the body. This field is optimized to give the maximum 
possible ISNR for some point of interest from which the signal is received, and 
repeated for all points inside the body. Optimization is conducted by finding 
the set of coefficients associated with expansion modes that give the maximum 
ISNR. Application of this method enables the determination of the ultimate 
ISNR and the associated optimum electromagnetic field without the necessity 
of finding the receiving coil configuration needed to obtain the ultimate value 
of ISNR.
Ill
Results of this work can be used to examine the efficiency of already avail­
able commercial coils and how far they can be improved. Moreover, the solu­
tion can be used to determine the performance difference between internal and 
external Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) coils. Finally, knowledge of the 
optimum electromagnetic field inside the human body can be used to find the 
coil configuration that can radiate this field by solving an inverse problem.
Keywords: Magnecic Resonance Imaging (MRI), wave equation, cylindrical 
wave representation, constraint optimization
IV
ÖZET
M A N Y E T İK  REZONANS GÖ RÜNTÜLEM EDEKİ NİHAİ 
İÇSEL SİN YAL/G Ü R Ü LTÜ  ORANININ DAHİLİ 
BOBİNLERCE OLUŞTURULAN ELE K TR O M A N YE TİK  
ALANIN O P TIM IZASYO N U  İLE BELİRLENMESİ
Imad Amin Abdel-Hafez 
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisli
gi Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ergin Atalar 
Haziran 2000
Manyetik rezonans görüntüleme deneyindeki nihai içsel sinyal gürütlü oram’nı 
(SGO) bulmak için kullanılan bir yönetem insan vücudu modeline uygu­
lanmıştır. Bu yöntemde vücut içindeki rasgele elektromanyetik alanı ifade 
etmek için silindirik dalga açlımı kullanılmaktadır. Bu alan sinyalin geldiği 
alandaki bir noktanın mümkün olan maksimum içsel SGO’mı bulmak için op- 
timize edilir ve bu işlem vücuttaki her nokta için tekrarlanır. Optimizasyon 
maksimum içsel SGO’ı veren açılım modlarıyla ilintili katsayı kümesini bularak 
yapılır. Bu yöntem nihai içsel SGO ve ilgili optimum elektromanyetik alanı alıcı 
bobin konfigürasyonunu bulma gereği olmaksızın belirlemeyi mümkün kılar.
IV
Bu çalışmanın sonuçları halihazırda mevcut olan ticari bobinlerin verimliliğini 
ve daha ne kadar geliştirilebileceklerini incelemede kullanılabilir. Ayrıca, 
önerilen çözüm iç ve dış Manyetik Rezonans Görüntüleme (MRG) bobinlerinin 
performans fakını belirlemede kullanılabilir. Son olarak, insan vücudundaki 
optimum elektromanyetik alanın bilgisi bir ters problemin çözümüyle bu alanı 
yapacak bobin konfigürasyonunu bulamada kullanılabilir.
Anahtar Kelimeler. Manyetik Rezonans Görüntüleme (MRG), dalga denklemi, 
silindrik dalga gösterimi, kısıtli eniyileme
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Chapt er 1
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, or MRI, is a widely used tomographic imag­
ing technique in medicine for high-resolution imaging of internal body parts 
without a surgical operation [1].
In MRI, patient is placed inside a large cavity that produces a strong mag­
netic field. The magnetized body, immediately after application of a radiofre­
quency (RF) signal, responds with a weak RF signal. This phenomenon is 
known as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. This weak RF signal is picked up with 
a receiver coil placed on the surface of the body.
The receiver coil not only picks up the signal, but also picks up the noise 
that distorts the signal. Small coils pick up small amount of noise, but they 
have to be placed close to the point of interest.
In MRI, for each point of interest in the body a different RF coil is optimum. 
Because of this, seperate coils for head, shoulder, neck, spine, heart, pelvis, arm
and legs are being developed.For point of interest inside the body, internal coils 
are being developed. Probes are placed into rectum to increase signal-to-noise 
SNR of the prostate images [12]. Probes placed in the esophogus for imaging 
esophogeal wall and aorta [13]. Some probes are being developed for imaging 
atherosclerotic plaques by placing the probes inside the blood vessels[ 10,14- 
22]. Although investigators are developing various internal and external coils, 
the performance of the coils could not be compared properly. Among the 
problems in the comparison of the external and internal coils are: i)many coil 
configurations exist for different clinical applications ii)performance of a given 
coil depends on the size of the body iii)tuning, matching and proper placement 
of the coil have their effect on coil performance iv)even if the two coils are 
placed simultaneously, mutual interaction results in degraded image quality.
In this work, ultimate intrinsic SNR (ISNR) of an internal coil is investi­
gated. ISNR is a quantity that is independent of signal processing algorithms 
involved in imaging of body or any different parameters concerning the imag­
ing device. It is a quantity that is determined by body geometry and physical 
characteristics only. This quantity can be used further to find the SNR of an 
image that is produced by a specific device by considering that device’s own 
parameters and applying it to the ISNR. Results obtained from this work can 
be used for comparison with ultimate ISNR of an external coil. This compari­
son was not possible before because of the forementioned problems above. The 
approach followed here is to find the electromagnetic field that achieves this 
ISNR, regardless of the coil configuration that generates this field. An inverse 
problem of finding the appropriate coil for this field may be investigated as a 
further work.
Once the ultimate ISNR value is known for an internal coil, it can be 
compared to the ultimate ISNR value of the external coil. In addition, the 
ultimate ISNR can be used as a basis for the performance of the internal coil 
to test whether there is room for further improvement in their performance.
Chapter 2 of this thesis gives a brief background information on this prob­
lem. Chapter 3 describes the formulation and solution of the problem. Chapter 
4 is devoted to the numerical methods used to solve this problem. Chapter 5 
gives the simulation results. Finally, conclusion and future work are discussed 
in the last chapter. Throughout the thesis, an time variation is assumed 
and suppressed for the electromagnetic fields.
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
In a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) experiment a patient is laid horizon­
tally over a table which enters longitudinally into a magnet cavity as seen in 
Fig. 2.1. This magnet exposes an extremely uniform (non-uniformity of 1 part 
per million) DC magnetic field B q to the body [1]. Application of this magnetic 
field results in magnetization in the human body. This magnetization can be 
used to collect information from inside the body. When an RF magnetic field 
signal is applied to the body, a phenomenon known as ” Magnetic Resonance” 
results in a reflection which is received by a coil (antenna) that converts this 
electromagnetic signal to a voltage signal. For the magnetic resonance phe­
nomenon to take place, the RF signal has to be at a specific frequency called 
the Larmor frequency. This frequency is related to the DC component of the 
applied magnetic field by the relation
Wo = 7B0 (2.1)
Jh·». > ^ j T  !·
Figure 2.1; Two representative pictures of an MRI scanner.
where cuq is the Larmor frequency in radian/sec. 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio, 
the value of which depends on the nuclei of interest. For example, the gyro- 
magnetic ratio of proton is 2.68 x 10® rad/sec/Tesla. In the above equation, Bq 
is the strength of the main magnetic field in Tesla. Most widely field strength is
1.5T, but the field strengths ranging from 0.2 to 4 Tesla is available for clinical 
practice.
The voltage signal induced on the coil is related to different parameters of 
the experiment and can be calculated using the reciprocity principle by the 
following formula [3]
Vs =  Uo(J.\\H ■ Mo\ (2.2)
where Vs is the signal voltage, Mq is the total transverse nuclear magnetic 
moment in the sample, H  is the magnetic field generated by the receiving coil 
at the point of interest vq when a unit input current is applied to the coil, ¡j, 
is the magnetic permeability of the sample. The notation | · | is used for the 
absolute value of a quantity. In (2.2) H  and Mq are complex vectors and their 
inner product is considered.
The magnetic field H  is written in its general form as
Ji -- Hxd^ “1~ Hydy (2.3)
where Oi and Sy are the unit vectors along he x- and y-axes, respectively. Mq 
has components only in the x and y directions with the same amplitude in 
each. The magnetic moment Mq is written as
A^ o — ~f· jdy'^.
If we define H+ as
H ^ =




then Vs can be written as
Vs =  V2uoidH+Mo (2.6)
is the right-hand polarized magnetic field at some point of interest.
Note that is the value of the right-hand polarized magnetic field at some 
point of interest ro, and hence Vs changes from point to point. Vs is function 
of point of interest tq.
The RMS noise voltage per one square root Hertz can be calculated as
vn = V ^ k g T R  (2.7)
where ks  is the Boltzmann constant, T is the sample temperature, and R is 
the real part of the input impedance seen from the input terminals of the coil.
Intrinsic signal-to-noise-ratio (ISNR) is one of the important parameters in 
a Magnetic Resonance Imaging experiment. ISNR is defined by the following 
formula [4]
ISNR = V' =  —  oc ^  (2.8)
Note that ISNR is function of point of interest ro since itself is func­
tion of To· Accordingly, optimum electromagnetic field that maximizes ISNR 
for some point of interest is not in general the same electromagnetic field that 
maximizes ISNR for different point of interest. Optimum electromagnetic field 
distribution is a function of the point of interest tq. In an MRI experiment, 
the noise level is determined by the dissipative power losses in the system. 
There are different power dissipation mechanisms that cause power loss, in­
cluding conductor loss, radiation loss, and body loss. Each loss mechanism 
contributes to the noise resistance in the equivalent circuit. For a properly 
designed system, the limiting loss mechanism (most significant noise source), 
should be the body loss. Other losses can be reduced to insignificant levels 
by the use of proper materials, carefully designed coil geometry and low noise 
electronic components. The ultimate value of the intrinsic SNR depends only 
on the body loss [2].
Much research has been conducted to design receiver coils that achieve 
ISNR better than pre-existing coils. However, the value of the maximum 
achievable ISNR was not known. Therefore it was not known how much room 
was available to improve pre-existing coils. A straightforward approach to SNR 
maximization was to design the receiver antenna with a number of unknown 
parameters, (height, radius, etc...), calculate the SNR parametrically, i.e. as 
function of these parameters, and then determine the optimum values for those 
parameters. However, in the process, one had to solve the associated electro­
magnetic field equations in terms of unknown parameters, which is a difficult 
task even for the simplest of shapes with simplified approximations [2].
In a paper by 0 . Ocali and E. Atalar a method to determine the maximum 
achievable ISNR using external coil in an MRI experiment is proposed [2]. An 
algorithm to find ultimate ISNR was developed in that paper. The method 
involves finding the electromagnetic field generated by the receiving coil when 
a current of lamp is applied co its terminals, then optimizing this field so 
that it yields the maximum possible ISNR. Plane-wave spectral representation 
of electromagnetic fields was used to find the optimum electromagnetic field. 
In principle the idea was to represent an arbitrary electromagnetic field by a 
linear combination of plane waves, each plane wave has an associated weight. 
By finding these weights the electromagnetic field is determined and then the 
ultimate ISNR is calculated. Plane wave representation of electromagnetic 
fields is most appropriate for rectangular-shaped bodies. For other shapes 
different representations are more appropriate, Bessel functions for cylindrical 
shapes, or spherical harmonics for spheres [5].
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is a quantity that is directly proportional to 
the right-hand polarized magnetic field intensity at some point of interest 
ro, and inversely proportional to the square root of the body resistance (which 
is equal to the coil total resistance) Rbodyi (2-8) [4.] Increasing the right-hand 
polarized magnetic field at ro and decreasing body resistance are conflicting 
goals, and a compromise between these two quantities is consisered.
By compromising the power loss with the right-hand polarized field, Ocali 
and Atalar concluded that if an electromagnetic field is presented as a sum of
finite number of plane-waves ( which is a good approximation for the ideal case
with infinite number of plane-waves ) as in [5-7]
E{r) =  J^CHEtir) (2.9)
Each Ei is a plane-wave electric field (mode) oriented in a different direction. 
The set of modes is to cover the whole direction space (ideally infinite num­
ber of modes, practically finite number of modes.) Ei can be any complete 
set of orthogonal solutions of the wave equation, such as the cylindrical wave 
equations that will be used in this work. Then dissipative consumed power 
becomes
or
Rbody =  / a\\E\\'^dv = cr E* ■ Edv
Jbody Jbody
= cr f  [a^ajEi Ej]dv
 ^ j  Jbody
Rbody —
i j
(2 .1 0 )
(2 .1 1 )
where
Tij =  (J
f body
E: ■ Ejdv (2.1 2 )
and R  is the noise correlation matrix [fij]. (-)^ stands for the Hermitian 
(conjugate transpose) of a matrix.
Without loss of generality, the electromagnetic field can be scaled to have 
the right hand polarized magnetic field component equal to 1, and then to 
minimize the quantity Rbody under this scaling condition. The constraint can 
be written in matrix notation as
b^a =  1 (2.13)
where =  [Ho+,Hi+,...,Hn+], a vector containing the right-hand polarized 
magnetic field of each mode of the plane waves, and =  [oo, fli, .·., On] is the 
weight vector. (-)^ stands for the transpose of a matrix.
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At this point the problem of finding the maximum ISNR is reduced to 
optimization problem under constraint. It can be stated as follows
Rmin = 'iTT'i'iT' a^R a (2.14)
subject to
a^b =  1
After some manipulations, then the optimum set of a that gives the optimum 
field which produces the ultimate ISNR is given by
R-^b*
aopi — b^ R -ib*
(2.15)
Substituting (2.15) into (2.11) yields the minimum noise resistance value:
1
— i_nb'^R-ib*





here the right-hand polarized field is scaled to unity in the numerator [2].
In this work, the above formulation developed by Ocali and Atalar, will 
be reformulated using cylindrical waves and applied to a cylinder with a small 




Human body is modeled by a cylinder of finite dimensions. Although human 
body is not perfectly cylindrical, modeling it by a cylinder gives a good approx­
imation. That is the main reason cylindrical system of coordinates is chosen 
to represent the electromagnetic field propagating inside the body. At the axis 
center of the cylinder, there is an axial hole as indicated in Fig. 3.1. The 
radius of the hole plays a significant role in determining the ultimate intrinsic 
signal-to-noise ratio, ISNR, this is because it allows placement of internal coils.
3.1 Solution of The Wave Equation
We will formulate the problem in terms of EM fields rather than coils. Starting 
with the most general form of an electromagnetic field that is subject only to
12
/Figure 3.1: Human body modeled by a cylinder with an axial hole.
Maxwell’s equations, the general solution will be written in an expanded form 
similar to expanding an arbitrary function in terms of Fourier integral or series.
The set of basis functions for this expansion is the solutions of the homo­
geneous wave equation in cylindrical coordinate system. Cylindrical system of 
coordinates is chosen because it is most suitable for human body shape and 
easiest to use to find the corresponding coil configuration used to generate the 
required field[5.]
Any electromagnetic field must satisfy Maxwell’s equations. So to find 
the desired electromagnetic field Maxwell’s equations are solved in cylindrical 
coordinates.
The general solution to Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates is 
given by [8]
(3.1)
where Pp and are the propagation constants in the p and z directions, re­
spectively. m is the propagation constant in the p direction, which must be
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an integer to satisfy the physical requirement of periodicity with 27t period 
interval. A and C are arbitrary constants, Jm(·) and Ym{·) are the mth order 
Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively, m can take positive and negative 
integer values, Pz and Pp are related by
0, =  -  01 (3.2)
where P is the propagation constant in a lossy medium
p = + jue\. (3.3)
The other field components are given as
E , = - ^ l ’^ { B J „ , { 0 , p )  + DY„{0,p))
Pp P
+ 0 M M 0 ,P ) + C Y „ { 0 ,p ) ) y " '* e - i ^ “ 
E t  = j i \ ' ^ ( A J M , P )  + C Y M p ) )




H, = + Cy„(/3,p))e><"'*-'/")e->'>·“ (3.7)
(jJfJ, p
Hi = — \p,E,~](AJ'„(0,p)+CYl,(0,p))<P'’*e-H>-‘ (3.8)
U fl
where
J'J0,p) s  ^J„(0pP) = -JU 0,P ) -  0,Jm*i(0,,p)dp p
Y i(0 ,p )  = ^ Y „ ( 0 ,p )  = ^ Y ^ { 0 ,p )  -  0,Y„+00,P)
dp p
Overall electric and magnetic fields are
(3.9)
(3.10)
E{p,(l),z) = apEp{p,(f),z)+d4,E^{p,(l),z)+ azEzip,(f),z) (3.11)
H {p,p ,z)  =  apHp{p,(f),z) +a^H^{p,(j),z) +azHz{p,(p,z) (3.12)
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where Sp, and are unit vectors in the p,(f> and z directions, respectively. 
Ep, and Ez are the electric field components in the three directions and Hp, 
and Hz are the associated magnetic fields, each one of these six components 
is function of the three coordinate variables and z.
3.2 EM Field Expansion in Terms of Cylindri­
cal Waves
One basis function of the solution expansion is called a mode. To determine 
a mode of the propagating wave, we fix two parameters, namely m and one 
of Pp or /?r, since fixing any one of them determines the other according to 
(3.2) . So expansion of the solution is in two dimensions, m which is discrete, 
and Pz which is continuous and complex. For Pz·, an integral expansion-analog 
to Fourier transform-would be taken if an analytical solution were possible. 
Instead sample values of Pz,Pzn, are taken and discrete summation in terms of 
Pzn is used. Four arbitrary complex constants. A, B, C and D are associated 
with each mode.
So the electric field in the z direction, as an example, would be expanded 
as follows [8]
E, =  (3.13)
771 n
E.„„ = + (3.14)
Similarly the other components of the field are expanded as follows







= E E ^ .pmn
pmn R2 [ {^mnJmiPpnp) (/^pnP))
Ppn P
jBn,4> -jPznZ+  Pzn{AjnnJm{PpnP) +  Crnnym{Ppnp))V^ '^ '^ (^^^
^(p ^  ^ ^  ^E(pTTin
rn n
^^<t>mn =  - ^ [ — (Am nJm iM + Cm nYm iPpnP))
Ppn P
+ UJH(Bmn (PpnP) +  E  mn Ym{l^pnp))\e·
= E E «·^



















pmn up \P ,E ^  -  j ( /l „ „ j ;( /3 p „ l .)  +  C „„y ;(/l,„r t)e> ’”*e-''>"=(3.24)
We need to calculate two quantities. 1) the consumed power, which is 
equal to the resistance of the coil Rbody when 1-ampere current is assumed to 
be applied to the coil, 2) the right-hand polarized magnetic field H+.
Dissipative consumed power is evaluated by
Rbody = f  a\\Efdv = a i  E* ■ Edv
Jbody Jbody
= a [  lEiE, + e ; b, + E;Et\dv
J body
Expanding over m only gives
r m ,  = o [  [ ( ^ b . „ ) - ( ; ^ £ j  +  ( E ^ - ) ‘ (E^-<)




+  (y~^ E^i)]dv (3.27)
m I
-  I  [^*zm^zl +  E*m^pl +  (3.28)
 ^ J body
















Ezn = 5 3 (3.34)
Integration over a volume is a triple integration involving one integral with 
respect to </>. When substituting (3.14) ,(3.18) and (3.20) in (3.29) -(3.33) 
and then into (3.28) , each term of the integrands is multiplied by 
and when integrated over (f> = 0 to (f) = 2tt it gives zero unless m  = 1. In 
other words, there is no consumed cross power between solutions of different 
(Bessel) order (m). Cross power consumption occurs only between solutions of 
the same order, regardless of values of pr's.
Note that /? is a complex constant. Pp and pz are also complex variables 
under the constraint (3.2) . In order to get the most general form of an 
electromagnetic field we have to span the complex plane for Pp and Pz-
17
3.3 Construction of R matrix
Resistance can be written as





^mk — z^mkO>z "h ^pmk^p "h 
Eml ~  E^ml^z "h ^pml^p “i" (^t)ml^ (t>
(3.36)
(3.37)
Note that the first summation is taken only over m since power consumption 
occurs only between electric fields of the same order, while the second summa­
tion is a double summation over two diflFerent indices k and 1.
To be consistent with matrix notation, power is written as
Rbody — ^   ^ ^   ^^  /  ^m k  ■ ^ n ld v
m,k n,l dbody
(3.38)
We define a matrix R  called the noise correlation matrix to contain the 
elements Tmk,ni given by
'^mk,nl — ^mk ' Enidv
J body
(3.39)
In the above expression for rmk,ni, if the constants Amk, Bmk, Bni, Cmk, Cni, Dmk 
and Dni are omitted, then when substituting (3.14) ,(3.18) and (3.20) in (3.38) 
we get
Rbody — E E (3.40)
mk nl
or in matrix notation
Rbody =  a * R ^ a (3.41)
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where amk can take value on any of Amk, Bmk,Cmk or Dmk, similarly a„/ can 
take on any value of Amk, Bmk, Cmk or Dmk- In (3.41) , a is a vector containing 
0"mk5. (.)^ is the hermitian (conjugate transpose) notation. Equations (3.41) 
,(3.40) and (3.38) show that R  is positive definite.
The following table shows how is computed according to amk and ani- 
The left hand side of the table refers to x in
mk,nl =  cr /  xdv = a · Enidv
Jbody Jbody
(3.42)
equation(3.42) is exactly equation (3.39) .
mk,nl is computed differently according to the coefficient by which it is
multiplied. For example, if it is multiplied by A*^ i^  and Bmi then is
computed according to the the formula given in the fifth line in the table 
above.
Note that R  is Hermitian(conjugate symmetric), so the coefficient multi­
plied by amk* and a„/, take them to be 5^^ and Amk as an example, is the 
conjugate of the coefficient multiplied by amk and a*^ , A*^ j^  and Bmi in this 
case.
The other quantity we need to calculate is the right-hand polarized field 
ii+(po) at the point of interest p(po,0o,^o)· By means of scaling we’ll fix 
H^{po) at po to be equal to unity, and proceed in minimizing the resistance, 





lk p -X { P ^ p )j;„ { 0 ^ p )p^k^ pk
^mk^rnl ^ 0 r M k P ) J r . W p )  +  
¡ ^ . J i i P , k P ) J ' M p )
^mk^ml Y d P p k P ) Y , .M [ i  + ^ ^ 1  +  
I ^ X i P , H P ) Y M t p )p^k^ pk
^mk^rnl 0 ^ Y : ,(P p k P )Y U P p P )  +
¡ ^ y:^ (p ,^ p)y l {P^p)
^mk^rnl j ^ [ J i ( P ,k P ) J r .( P , ,p )  + J -M k P )J 'M tp ) \
^mk^rnl J-JPptP)Ym(P^p)\i + 1 ^ 1  +  
H ^X (P pkP)Y:„(pp,p)
^mk^rnl ^ ^ [ X P p„p)y„,(Pp,p) +  J;,[Pp^p)Yi{Pp^p)]
^mk^rnl
^mk^rnl ^ ^ J ’A M Y M p i P )  +  
¡ ^ J i ( P p k P ) Y H P ,^ p )
^mk^ml ’^ ,[Y i{ P p k P )Y n ,(P p p )  + Y;kiPp>.p)Yl(Ppip)\
Table 3.1: Formulas used in computing R  matrix elements.
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Coefficient amk= bmk
^mk L·цpo'^rn{PpPo){■^  ^ + 1) ^^JmiPpPo){·^^ +
l)]e^rn<t>0e-jPzkZ0/^
Bjnk '^[^'^rniP pPo) +  JmiPpPo)]
^mk +  1) -  +
l)]gjm0Oe-l/3c*-o/y2
Dmk l ^ [ ^ ^ ’Ti(/3pPo) +  ’^LiPpPo)]
Table 3.2: Formulas used in computing b vector elements.
Right-hand polarized magnetic field H+{po) at the point of interest equals 
the summation of individual mode fields Hmk+^s. So
■^+(Po) — 'y  ^Hffik+{po) — 'y  ^0"mk^ mk (3.43)
mk mk
bmk is the right hand polarized field produced by mode mk and associated with 
amk which is one of .4^*:, Bmk, Cmk or Dmk constants.
The next equation (3.44) shows how bmk's are computed.




Substituting (3.16) ,(3.22) and (3.24) in (3.44) and (3.43) and rearranging 
terms we get the following table
Now the problem can be solved using (2.15) and (2.16) directly.
3.4 Practical Simplifications
In simulating the problem on the computer, R  matrix is rearranged so that it 
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Ro,R i,...,Rr_i are square submatrices of the equal sizes. Block diagonalizing 
of R  matrix is possible because cross power between different order modes is 
zero.
Due to this diagonalization we can write the following
r— 1
b’'R-‘b· = ^ b j R . . - ‘b; (3.45)
m=0
Each Rjn is arranged such that the upper-left quarter of corresponds 
to the power consumption of Bessel functions J^(.)’s. While the lower-right 
quarter corresponds to the power consumption by Neumann functions y„i(.)’s. 
The other two quarters correspond to the cross power between Jmi-Ys and 
F^(.)’s,i.e. elements containing Jm(-)^m(·)· s®® later, when the
point of interest is close to the circumference of the hole, Rmin is dominantly 
determined by the lower-right quarter of R n^- While when it is close to the 
outer circumference of the cylinder, Rmin is dominated by the upper-left quar­
ter of R,n. This is due to the singularity of Neumann function Ym{·) at the 
origin,which gives much higher than that given by Bessel function Jm{·) 
when the point of interest is close to the origin. When the point of interest 
is far from the origin i i+ ’s given by Jm(·) or by Ym{·) are of moderate magni­
tudes, at the time singularity of Ym{·) results in very high power consumption, 
and hence the compromise between H+ and power consumption is in favor of
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Negative values of m  are taken into consideration. For negative m, R_m = 
Rm· This is because [8]
=  i - i r Y n ^ ix )
(3.46)
(3.47)
and every term in Rrn consists of exactly two of Jm{·) or Tm(.) multiplied 
by each another, which results in (—1) ”^  ^ =  1. On the other hand b-rn =  
since in each term of 6_m, instead of multiplying by we 
multiply by and a phase shift of (— exists between bm and
b-m-
Therefore
b L R _ „ - ‘ b l,„  =  (bj;e-^i’"* » )R .,- ‘ (b ;e^ '“ * > )= b i ;R . . . - ‘ b ;(3 .4 8 )
Rmin is not function of the position angle of the point of interest, 4>q. This can 
be seen by looking at the entries of bm and noting that the only dependence 
on <po is in the form of and when taking Hermitian of bm, becomes 
g-jnupo a,nd both eliminate each other in
If we define sensivity map to be the absolute value of the right hand po­
larized magnetic field as a function of position (po, <Po, z) then it can be shown 
that map is symmetric around x-axis, i.e.




In this chapter, practical implementation of the optimization process is de­
scribed in detail. The optimization is performed using numerical calculations 
by computer. C and C-l—F are used to write a code to solve the problem (Ap­
pendix A). Main parts of this code are integration part that computes the 
R  matrix elements by integrating the power loss density over the body, and 
linear system of algaibric equations solver which is used to find the optimum 
resistance after determing matrix R  and right-hand polarization vector b.
4.1 Numerical Manipulations
4.1.1 Numerical Integrations
To find the elements of R  matrix, we need to conduct triple integrations of func­
tions as indicated in Table(3.1) in the previous chapter. Those functions are of
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three variables, p,(f> and z; and fortunately are seperable functions. Integrations 
over (f) and z are easy since they involve exponential variation which can be 
integrated analytically. Closed forms of integrations for the third integration 
are only available under strict conditions on function orders and arguments, 
also they require infinite series calculations which make them more difficult to 




wher Kn(·) and Wn{·) are any of Bessel function or Neumann func­
tion and therefore we have four possible combinations for this
integration. In the first attempt to compute the integrations, Trapizoidal rule 
was used. When running the program it appeared that such a method would 
take very long time to compute the integration with minimum acceptable ac­
curacy. So instead of tha Trapizoidal rule, power series expansions of Bessel 
and Neumann functions are used. Although these expansions are infinite series 
expansions, they converge rapidly to the accurate value.
Power series expansions of Bessel functions are as follows [9].




while for for PA(·), when m =  0
Yoix) =  ^Mx){log{x/2) +  7) -  -  E  llni
7T







and 7 is a constant equal to 0.577215 . When m is not zero, Ym{·) takes the 
form
1 {m — n — 1)!
where
Ym{x) =  -Jm{x)log{xl2) -  -  T
7T 7T n !n=0
W 2)2n—m
7T k\{k +  m)!
r{k) =  - 7  +  ip{k -  1)
(4.5)
(4.6)
In the above relations x  is a complex number, and m is an integer.
When substituted in (4.1) , power series expansions of Bessel and Neu­
mann functions result in other power series which are very easy to integrate 




Again when implementing the idea on computer code, the run time was still 
long, specially when the number of modes taken into consideration in expanding 
the electromagnetic field is high, given that we had to run the program large 
number of times to examine the results. So further simplification to save more 
running time is necessary. When looking at the expansions in general we can 
notice a general pattern of the form
¿ ( a a : ) "  or
n=0 n
etc... (4.8)
^  in + m)\
This kind of series, when computed directly, takes 0{v^) multiplications. How­
ever it can be rewritten as
1 2  31 + ax(l -b ax(l + ax(...))) or 1 -I--raa:(l 4-----aa;(l H-----ax(...)))(4.9)
ml m + l  m  + 2
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When implemented this way, number of multiplications is redused to 0{v), 
which is a significant reduction knowing that multiplications take most of the 
run time in the optirnization process.
4.1.2 Matrix Manipulations
After calculation of R  matrix and b vector entries, we need to use them to 
find the optimum resistance and coefficients according to (2.15) and (2.16) 
Traditional LU decomposition is used by elementary row operations and 
exchanges to solve the system Ax = b instead of direct inversion. This part of 
the code takes short time to run after the matrix and the vector are determined.
4.2 Algorithm
Algorithm for a cylindrical body
In the simulation program, computation of the intrinsic signal-to-noise ra­
tio, ISNR, and sensitivity map is conducted as indicated by the following al­
gorithm
1. (Input)
I. Step size of sampling /?z in the real and the imaginary parts.
II. Inner and outer radii of the model cylinder in meters.
III.Number of Bessel modes to be used.
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IV. Initial sample point of /?2·
V. Point of interest.
VI. Tolerance.
2. Set the parameters of the body, conductivity, electric and magnetic per­
meability, frequency etc...
3. Start with one mode from initial sample of Pz-
4. Compute R  matrix entries according to Table 3.1.
5. Compute b vector entries according to Table 3.2.
6. Apply equations (2.15) and (2.16) to find minimum resistance and 
optimum coefficients.
7. Add one more mode by taking another sample of P^·
8. If reasonble increase in ISNR ( more than tolerance) retain the added 
sample, else discard it.
9. Repeat 3 to 8 until saturation in ISNR is reached.
10. Find sensitivity map and plot it as function of space.
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The program takes as inputs dimensions of the body, i.e. outer radius, in­
ner radius (of the hole), length, location of the point of interest, and interval 
lengths seperating samples of Pz in the real and imaginary directions and their 
initial values. Also upper limit on the order of Bessel and Neumann functins 
to be used and tolerance beyond which it is to ignore samples of p, are taken 
as inputs. The program starts by finding the optimum ISNR with only few 
samples of Pz·, say 3 samples, then it adds more three samples and calculates 
optimum ISNR with 6 samples. If the three added samples conribute signif­
icantly to ISNR, i.e. > (1 +  Tolerance) then it retains the added
samples, else it discards them and goes forward to the next three samples, and 
so on until saturation on the value of ISNR is reached.
The program can be run for variety of parameters such as frequency, electric 
and magnetic properties of the body material, temperature etc...Upper limit 
on the order of Bessel and Neumann functions used is determined manually 
according to radial distance of the point of interest. The further the point is 
from the hole the more Bessel and Neumann orders are needed. When the 
point of interest is near the hole only zero order functions are enough and 
higher oreder ones do not contribute significantly to ISNR. Optimum interval 
lengths in sampling Pz is also determined manually. Right-hand polarized 
magnetic field vector b is calculated using the power series expansion as done 
in calculating matrix R  entries. When running the program there is no need 
to find b-m or R_m nor their solutions as mentioned in chapter two, since they 




In this chapter we show results of simulating the electromagnetic field inside a 
given body geometry and the computation of the ultimate intrinsic signal-to- 
noise ratio (ISNR) resulting from optimizing this EM field. Then we investigate 
the behavior of this ultimate ISNR with varying parameters of the body. For 
our model we consider a cylinder with radius of 0.25 m, length of 1.0 m and a 
coaxial hole of radius .001 m. Electromagnetic parameters of the body include 
conductivity cr of 0.37 Siemens/m, relative electric permittivity of 77.7 and 
relative magnetic permeability ¡ir of 1.0. The operating frequency is taken to 
be 63.9 MHz, this value is used in simulations since 1.5 Tesla is a widely used 
main magnetic field intensity which yields a resonance frequency of 63.9 MHz. 
Temperature is considered to be 310° Kelvin.
Optimization of the electromagnetic (EM) field is performed for one point of 
interest ro, and the EM field distribution is different from one point of interest
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to another. Fig. 5.1 shows a sketch diagram of the location of point of interest 
To as well as the dimensions of the body and ri,. Note that point of interest 
can be anywhere inside the human body except the region inside the hole.
hoi
/
Ic ratiiu!) r h I
i .  ■ !v\ I Iboviv radius r b
l>oiiU of iiilcrc.st r 0
ZbO plJHi·
Figure 5.1: Point of interest tq location within body.
To simulate the EM field inside the human body C + +  is used to write a 
program that accepts different inputs concerning body dimensions and other 
parameters and gives the ultimate ISNR. The simulation is about finding the 
weight vector by which the EM field is determined. The goal of the simulation 
is to determine the ultimate ISNR, to check whether results are much better 
than already achieved results, to study the behavior of SNR as body parameters 
changes, observe which parameter variations cause sharp changes in SNR and 
choose steady-state values for comparisons.
Computation time is one of the important factors in writing the simulation 
program. Most of the running time is used in numerical integrations. For 
one m order and 25 Pz samples used, the program takes about 15 minutes to 
compute the optimum weight vector and the ultimate ISNR. For two m orders 
the computation time doubles. This time could be achieved by using numerical
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integration techniques described in chapter 4. Without using these techniques, 
it would be at least ten times longer to perform the computations.
Fig. 5.2 shows the simulation results for ISNR as function of the point of 
interest radial distance Tq (while the other coordinates of Tq are zq =  0 and 
(po =  d) . ISNR is at very high values for points of interest close to the hole. As 
moving away from the hole, ISNR decreases sharply with Tq until it reaches a 
minimum, then it starts increasing at a low rate towards the cylinder surface.
To get a qualitative explanation of this behavior we recall that ISNR is 
a compromise between high if+(/9o) and low body resistance Rbody While 
W+(po) is computed at a fixed point ro, Rbody results from an integration over 
the whole volume. ff+(po) formulas involve Neumann functions which possess 
singularities at the origin which make the ratio of H+{po) to Rbody very high. 
Absolute value of Neumann functions then decays with arguement and the 
SNR value decreases accordingly.
ISNR is function of body dimensions. We expect that when body total 
volume increases, overall power loss increases and ISNR decreases; similarly 
the smaller the body volume is, the higher ISNR is achieved.
Fig. 5.3 shows ISNR as function of inner hole radius Vh when point of 
interest is at tq =  5mm. As shown, ISNR decreases with increasing hole 
radius. However, the rate of change is not very high. Fig. 5.4 describes ISNR 
behavior as function of body radius. Again as the radius increases, total volume 
occupied increases and the power loss gets higher which results in lower SNR. 
After some point, ISNR shows very little variation with the body radius and 
it almost saturates after =  10cm. For SNR vs. tq plot and comparison
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Figure 5.2: Intrinsic Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs. point of interest radial distance 
ro-
purposes, Tb is taken to be 25cm, well beyond saturation. Typical value for 
cylinder length of Im is chosen also to be beyond saturation as SNR changes 
with length.
Assuming a hole in the human body enables inserting internal coils inside 
the body so that clearer images are expected as a result of this internal coil. 
Also, using cylindrical wave modes to represent the EM field is more appropri­
ate for cylindrical body. As a consequence, higher ISNR is expected than the 
one achived by plane wave representation [5] and when there is no hole inside 
the body. To compare the ultimate ISNR computed in this work simulations to 
that computed by Ocali and Atalar using external coil, or even to the ISNR of 
an internal loopless antenna developed by the same authors, we plot ISNR for
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Figure 5.3: Intrinsic Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs. inner hole radius r/i.
each of these three cases on one log-scaled graph, Fig. 5.6. Loopless antenna 
is a simple-structured bipolar antenna, see Fig. 5.5, inserted through the hole 
inside the human body as described in [10] Results for ISNR as function of tq 
for loopless antenna can be found in [10] and is given by
ISN R{ro) =
4.72 X 10^  
ro
(5.1)
tq is in meters. As shown in Fig. 5.6 , internal coil results in higher ISNR than 
the other two techniques for all points of interest along the radius.
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Figure 5.4: Intrinsic Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs. body radius rt,·
In the previous comparison, 500 plane-wave modes are used in plane-wave 
representation. While for cylindrical wave representation case only 25 Pz sam­
ples are used. This is a numerical example that shows cylindrical wave repre­
sentation is much more efficient for the cylindrical geometry.
In Fig. 5.6 [10], while we expect the plane-wave and cylindrical wave re­
sults to become closer to each other as point of interest approches the cylinder 
surface (at which both use external coils only,) we note an increasing deviation 
after some point. This deviation is due to the inconsistency between plane- 
wave structure and cylindrical body geometry which results in less ISNR than 
expected from plane-wave simulation.
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Figure 5.5; Basic structure of a loopless antenna.
Next we show several maps of the right-hand polarized magnetic field H+{f) 
as function of space within the body when the point of interest tq is just next 
to the hole, in the midway between the hole and the cylinder surface, and 
far from the hole. 0 =  0 is considered to be at the vertical line in cross 
sectional maps, while longitudinal maps range from z =  —.5m to z =  .5m 
and from r = —ri, to r = rt,. For all these maps (po = 0 and zq =  0. These 
maps are produced by the same program used in simulating the EM field after 
computing the optimum weights. For each point in the space, H+ is computed 
and a proportional value of brightness is put on a grey-scale image. This map 
can be interpreted as relative ISNR as function of space. Note that for each 
map, the electromagnetic field is optimized for one point of interest tq.
As shown in the following maps, when the point of interest is close to the 
hole, high signal (bright region) is concentrated around the hole, which 
reflects the effect of using internal coil. Fig. 5.7. Bright region can be inter­
preted as shadow of coil, shadow around the hole indicates an internal coil
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Figure 5.6: Intrinsic Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs. tq for internal coil (cylindrical 
wave), external coil (plane-wave) and loopless antenna.
(source.) On the other hand, low signal at the cylinder outer surface shows 
the absence of external coil since they would be far from the point of interest.
Internal coil is placed somewhere inside the hole as indicated by Fig. 5.8.
When the point of interest is far from the hole, we see high signal shadow 
of coil) near the outer surface, which means an external coil needs to be used 
to achieve the optimum electromagnetic field Fig. 5.9. While low signal 
around the hole shows that no internal coil is placed for this optimization.
External coil placement can be anywhere outside the body according to Tq 
location. Fig. 5.10 shows how an external coil can be placed.
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Figure 5.8: Internal coil placement inside the hole.
Both internal and external coils are placed when the point of interest is 
in the midway along the radius as indicated by coil shadows shown in Figure 
(Fig. 5.11). Both coils try to contribute to a higher while keeping as low 
resistance as possible.
Another observation is that when the point of interest is near the hole, only 
the 0th order Bessel and Neumann functions are sufficient for the optimization
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Figure 5.9: Perspective map of for point of interest ro(.1924,0, 0).
cracniul coil
point of intcrcil r 0
Z»0 piAn·
Figure 5.10: External coil placement outside the body.
(only functions of order 0 contribute to the ISNR significantly, higher order 
functions are marginal in their contributions), and so no angular variation is 
noticed, fig(Fig. 5.7). This is due to the nature of the angular dependency of 
the field modes used which are of the form m is the Bessel order. As 
ro moves away from the hole radius r*, more Bessel (and Neumann) modes 
(higher m) contribute significantly to ISNR, and hence the angular variation is 
noted in the electromagnetic field distribution as shown in Fig. 5.11,Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.11; Perspective map of for point of interest ro(.0969,0,0).
Some information about coil configuration may be deduced from the Bessel 
order m used in the field representation. For example 0th order cylindrical 
waves can be excited by a dipole antenna (i.e loopless antenna), 1st order 
waves may be excited by a loop antenna, 2nd order waves may be wxcited by 
quadruple antenna etc.
By examining several R  matrices and associated b vectors in the quantity 
l/(b ^ R b * ), it can be noticed that when Tq is close to hole, Neumann functions 
are dominant in determining ISNR due to high values of they produce at 
points close to the origin while Bessel functions are of marginal contribution 
to SNR. On the other hand, when the point of interest is far from the hole, 
Bessel functions are dominant in determining the ISNR.
Looking at the longitudinal section maps we see radial and longitudinal de­
pendencies of ISNR,(Fig. 5.7,Fig. 5.11,Fig. 5.9). In all cases, however, signal 
is maximum at the center (point of interest is at z= 0) and decaying toward 
the edges. The spread of bright values of these maps gives an indication of the
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coil length as tq changes its position.
For all the results given in this chapter, 25 samples are taken to represent 
the field modes. These samples are taken to be pure real between the values 
of -60 and 60 and with sampling step size of bm~^. This value of sampling 
step size is taken so that it satisfies the Nyquist rate criteria. Recalling that 
we need to represent the electromagnetic field in an interval L = lm  along the 
z-axis, then minimum sampling rate in the frequency domain shoud be chosen 
greater than 2'k/L . By trial and error the value of 5m “  ^ is found to be optimum 
in terms of ISNR maximization and it is close to the theoritical value of 27t. 
Samples of /3^  are taken to be pure real since the cylinder length is considered to 
be practically infinite. This leads to symmetry in the field amplitude along the 
z-axis, and only phase variations are allowed to exist under this assumption.
Number of /?, samples is restricted to 25 to avoid numerical errors since the 
R  matrix becomes more singular as its size gets larger. However sampling of 





In this thesis, ultimate intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio (ISNR) of a magnetic 
resonance imaging experiment using internal coils is studied. In the study, 
cylindrical wave expansion is used to represent the EM fields generated inside 
the human body. In cylindrical wave expansion, an arbitrary EM field is rep­
resented by a linear combination of cylindrical waves. Reciprocity principle is 
used to determine the signal voltage induced by some magnetized point inside 
the body in the receiving coil. By means of scaling the signal voltage is kept to 
be exactly unity, and ultimate SNR is determined by minimizing the noise level 
which is directly proportional to the square root of the coil resistance. Com­
puter simulations are performed to find ultimate ISNR values and EM fields 
distributions for a human body model, the model was taken to be a cylinder 
containing an axial hole for the internal coil to inserted in. In the simulations, 
coil resistance, which is taken to be equal to body power loss resistance only, 
is computed and minimized by finding the optimum weights of the cylindrical
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waves used in the EM expansion. Each point of the body , when imaged, re­
sults in a diflFerent ultimate SNR since the value of signal voltage induced by 
its magnetization is kept to be equal to 1.
Sinulations are performed for both internal coils and external coils. For 
external coils plane-wave expansion is used. Results of simulations show that 
internal coil performance is better than internal coil performance in terms of 
ultimate ISNR. Ultimate ISNR of internal coils is much higher than (more than 
10 times) that of external coils when point of interest is close to (within 2 cm 
from) the body hole. However ultimate ISNR of internal coils and external 
coils are almost equal when poit of interest is more than 10cm from the hole. 
For an object of 25cm radius, internal coil starts to contribute to ISNR when 
point of interest is 10cm away from it.
Maps of right-hand polarized magnetic field inside human body give indi­
cations about coils used in imaging, length of the coil, its proper placement 
etc... These maps show that when point of interest is further than 14cm from 
the hole no internal coil is needed to produce images with ultimate ISNR.
Results of this work can be used to find whether there is still room for 
enhancement in the performance of any coil alredy used in MRI, and how 
further one can improve it. Loopless design [10] is used as an example coil to 
be tested. By compairing the ultimate ISNR and the ISNR of a loopless coil, it 
can be seen that there is much room for improveming loopless coil performance 
when point of interest is more than 10cm away from the hole. When point of 
interest is between 4cm and 8cm from the hole loopless coil performs very close 
to optimum and there is no need for further improvement. Some improvement 
may be achieved when point of is less than 4cm from the hole.
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This study gives a way to find the ultimate intrinsic SNR in MRI exper­
iments and the distribution of the electromagnetic field generated by the re­
quired coil inside the human body. However the coil needed to produce the 
desired electromagnetic field can take several configurations. None of these con­
figurations is known although many attempts to design high-SNR coils have 
been made. Results of this study give primary information about optimum 
coil configuration. The modes used in optimization as well as their associ­
ated weights give a thorough understanding of the way optimum coil may be 
designed and how its final shape may look like. An inverse problem starting 
from the optimum electromagnetic field desired to the coil configuration that 
produces this field has to be solved in order to find the optimum coil design. 
Depending on the point of interest location, it is expected that optimum coil 
design is different accordingly. When more than one design is under consider­
ation, feasibility of coil as well as patient comfort must be considered.
Some practical considerations may result in deviation from the results ob­
tained in this study. Other sources of noise, beside the body resistance, can 
degrade the ultimate ISNR. Human body is not completely cylindrical and 
the hole assumed to be at the center of the body may not be exactly at the 
assumed location in real life application. Perfect uniformity of electromagnetic 
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{
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for(k-acc;k>-0 ;k-“)
if(cnd— 1 II ki-0 ) cndk-l;»l8» cndk-0 ;
» 1- 1 . 0 ;
for(m-acc;m>0 ;m— )
{
if(cndk— 1 II mi-1)










·!·· g"l/fmu*pow(x[iO ,l+mu+nu+l)*pow(conJ(qi)/2 .,mu)*pow(ql/2 .,nu);i2-(a+i2)*g;} 
yCn]-.2 ;}
r-2 ./pi*log(ql/2 .0 )»(yClD-yCO]); 
for(n·!;η>·0 ;η— )
{yia-x[n]*xCn] ;lnx-log(xCn] ) ;i2"0 .0 ; 
for(k-acc;k>»0 ;k--)
{





{ f»-l*qm*yra/m/(m+nu)*(2*(k+m-l)-*-l+mu+nu+l. )/(2·(k+m)+l+mutnu+l) ; 






•Is* a-sl+pow(lnx,2 .)/2 .;yk-x[n]·χ[η]; 
if(k!-0 )
g— l*qk*yk/k/(ktmu) ;
• Is· g*l/fmu«pow(xCn] ,l+mu-t-nu+l) *>pow(conJ (qi)/2 . ,ши) «pow(ql/2 . ,nu) ;
s2-(a+s2)*g; }
yCn]-s2 ;}





{if(end— 1 II ki-0) cndk-1;·!·· cndk-0 ; 
sl-l.O;
f or(m-acc;m>0 ;m— )
<ym-xCn]*xCn] ; 
if (cndk— 1 II m!-l)










•Is· g-l/fmu«pow(xCn] ,l'«-mu-»-nui’l)apow(conj(qi)/2 . ,fflu)*pov(ql/2 . ,nu) ;
•2-(a+s2)*g; } 
y[n]-s2 ;}





■ i"l .O;mffl*acc;tulnnov-ıuin(mın); 
for(m«ttcc;m>l;m— )
8Uİnpr«v-iuinnow-l/mm;ym»xCn]*x[n]¡f»-ym*qm/m/m*BUİnnoı#/*uinpr«v/(2*0 c+m)+mu+nu+l+l)*(2*0 c+m-l)+mutnu+l+l);ıuinnow««uinpr»v;ıl-sl·;+1.
a--l*Bİ*yBi*qm/(2*k+2+l+mu+nu+l.) ;yk-x[n] •x[n] ;
if(kl-O)
g--l*l*qk*yk/k/(k+mu);








ym»xCn]*x[n];lnx"log(x[n]); b2»0.0;  
for(k-acc;k>«0 ;k--)
{











yk"x[n] *xCnJ ; 
if(k!-0)
g«ı-l*l*qkayk/k/(ktmu);
alsa g»l/fmu*pow(xCn],l+mu+nu+l)*pow(conj(qi)/2 .,mu)*pow(ql/2 .,nu);
82-(a+82)*g; }
yCn]-s2 ;}
r»2 ./pi*log(ql/2 .0)*(yCl]-yC0]); 
for(n«l;n>-0 ;n— )
{ym-xCn]'>xCn] ;lnz*log(xCQ]) ; s2 » 0 .0 ;  
for(k-acc;k>-0 ;k— )
{





{ f ■-l*l*qm*ym/m/(m+nu) · (2· (k+m-1) +l+mu+nu+l.) / (2* (k+m) +l+mu+nu-t-l); 
f*f ♦(lnx“l/(2*(k+m)+l+mutnu+l) )/(lnx-l. /(2*(k+m-l)+l+mu+nu·*·!.)); Bİ*8İ»f+1; } 
alsa ■Cıl»Bİ*(-l'*qm*yın/2.)*(lnx-.5) ;>} 
if (cndk-"l)
a-Bİ/fnu/(2*k+l+mu+nu+l)*(lnx-l/(2*k+mu+nu+l+l.)); 












ym-xCn]«xCnj;lnx-log^x[n] ); 32-0.0; 
for(k-acc:k>-0;k--)
{




if(cndk” l II m!-l)
{ f-"l-l-qm-ym/m/(m+nu)*(2·(k+m-1)+l+mu+nu+l.)/(2*(k+m)+l+mu+nu+l); 




















fa*l/fact (kk) ;fainu*l/fact (kk-t-mu) ;h«pov(-l ,kk)*pow(conj (qi/2. ) ,kk-*^ mu) «fa«pov(coaj (qi/2. ) ,kk)*f aau;mm*0.0; 
for(m"0;m<*nu-l;m++)
{




























if (1! — l I I k!-0 I I m!-l)
{ f— 1*1. •qm*ym/m/m* (nnl· (1ηχ2+ηη1·(-2. *lnx+nnl*2. ) ) )/(ηηρ·(1ηχ2+ηηρ·(-2. ·1ηχ·*·ηηρ·2. ) ) ) ; 
•l-Bİ-f+1.; }
als· ·1·βΙ·(-1.»qm-ym)·(.5·(lnx2+.5*(-2.*lnx+l.)));} 
nl-2. «k+1. +1 ;nnl-l. / Ш  ; 









































lf(l! — 1 II k!-0 II mí-1)
{f■-!.•qm*ym/m/m*np/nl; -Ц .; }
•lia {·1·β1·(-1.•qm»ym/2.);}
}









r-r+(log(conj(qi/2.))•log(ql/2.)+gam*log(conj(qi)*ql/4.)+gafflagam)*4./pi/pi*(y[1]-y[0] ) ; 
for(n-l;η>·0;η--)
{ym-yk-xCn]*xCn]; 




































{η1·2. •Ос+ш) + 1·*·! . ;ηρ·η1-2. ; luinprav-iuinnow-l./шт; 
if (1! — 1 I I kI-0 I I ЮІ-1)
{ f— l.*qœ*ym/œ/œ*np/nl*euinnow/suinpr*v;f-f*(lnx-l./nl)/(lnx-l./np);·1-·1*ί+1.; }
















if (1! — 1 I I k!-0 I I m!-l)




























ym-yk-x Cn]*x Cn];qm»ql*ql/4.0 ;Inx-log(x Cn]);lnx2-lnx*Inx;s2-0.0 ; 
for(k-acc;k>-0;k— )
{si·!.0;
for (m*acc ; m>0 ;m—  )
{nl"2.*(k+m)+l+nu+l.;ηρ·η1-2.;nnl-l./nl;nnp"l./np;f"-l.*qm*ym/m/(m+nu)*(nnl*(lnx2+nnl*(-2.*lnx+nal*2.)))/(nnp*(lnx2+nnpa(-2.*lnx+nnp*2.)));sl·
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n l-2 . ·1ς·»·1. ♦l+nujnni-l . /n i  ;a « f  l/fn u *(n n l* (ln x2 + n n l* (-2 . ·1ηχ+ηη1*2. ) ) )  ;qk-conJ ( q i* q i) /4 .0 ;  
ifO c l-0 )
g— 1. «qk^yk/k/k;
· !■ ·  g - l . ·ρ ο ν (χ [η ],l+ l ,+ n u )* p o w (q l/2 .,n u );
■2-(a+s2)*g; }
yCn]-s2;>
r -4 ./p i /p i* (y C l]-y C 0 ] ) ;  
fo r (n » l ;n > -0 ;n — )
{
ym*yk»xCaj *xCn] ; qm "qi*q l/4 .0 ; lnx»^log(x[n] ) ; β 2 ·0 .ϋ ; 
fo r (k -a c c ;k > «0 ;k --)
{β 1 ·1 .0;
for(m*acc;m>0;m— )
■Cnl-2. •(k+m)+l+nu+l. ;η ρ ·η Ι-2 . ; f ■ - !  . *qm*ym/m/(m+nu)·ηρ/η1 ; f - f  * ( ln x - l . / n l ) / ( I n x - l . /np) + ; }
a -e l/fn u /(2 .* k + l+ l.  + nu)*(lnx-l ./(2 .*k -*-ltn u+l. ) )  ;qk-conj (q i)* con j ( q i ) /4 .0 ;  
i f ( k ! -0 )
g - - l . *qk*yk/k/k;
• Is· g-pov(xCn],1+1. + n u )*pow (q l/2 .,n u );
■2-(a+e2)*g; }  
yC n ]-s2 :}
r » r i -4 ./p i /p i* ( lo g (c o n j (q i ) * q l /4 .  )+gaa) *(уСі]-уС0] ) ; 
f o r ( n « l ;η>·0;η— )
<ym-yk»xCn]*xCn]; qm -q l*q l/4 .0 ; s2 »0 .0 ; 
fo r(k -a cc ;k > -0 ;k — )
< s l-1 .0 ;
for(m«acc;m>0;m— )
{η1·2. •(k+m)f'ltnu+l. ;ηρ·η1-2 . ; f  ■ -! . •qm»ym/m/(mtnu)*np/nl ; s l « s l * f + 1. ; }  
a »s l/fn u /(2 ,»k + l+ n u + l. ) ;q k » c o n j(q i )* c o n j(q i) /4 .0 ;  
i f ( k ! -0 )
g - “ l . *qk*yk/k/k;
• Is · g*pow(xCn], l> n u tl. ) *pow (q l/2 . ,n u );
s2 -(a +e2 )*g ;}
yC n]-s2 ;}
r -r + ( lo g ( c o n j(q i /2 . ) ) * lo g (q l /2 . ) ♦gajn»log(q l/2 . ) ) * 4 . /p i /p i* (y C l ] - y [ 0 ] ) ;  
for(n * l;n > *0 ;n — )
{• -0 .0 ;k k -0 .0 ;doubl· f r ;  
f  or (k-0 ; k<acc ; k-*-+ )
{fr** l/fa ct(k k ) ;h "pow (-l ,kk) *pow(conj (q l /2 .  ) ,kk)*fr«pow (conj (q i /2 .  ) ,kk)*fr;imn*0.0; 
for(m*0;m<*nu-l;m++)
{
g -fa ct(n u -m m -l.)/fa ct(m m )»p ou (q l/2 . ,2«mm-nu); 
if((2*(kk+m m )-nu +l+ l.)!·0 )
•■••♦•h*g*pow(x[n] ,2*(kk+mm)-nutl+l. )/(2*(kk+m m)-nu+l+l. ) ;
• I s ·
• -•+g*h*(log(xC n ]));m m t-l.; }
k k + - l . ; }
y C n ]-· ;}
r -r -2 .*g a m /p i/p i* (y C l]-y C 0 ]) ;  
fo r (n " l;n > "0 ;n — )
{ym -yk"xCn]*xCn];qm »ql*ql/4.; ln x -log (xC n ]) ;s2 -0 .0 ; 
fo r (k -a cc ;k > -0 ;k “ - )




f--l*qœ*yiB/œ/(m+nu)*(2*(k+m-l)-M+nu+l. )/(2*(k+m)+l+nu+l) ;f-f *(digm(nu+m+l. )+digm(m+l. ) )/(digm(iiu-Hn)-»’digm(m)) ;·1··1·ί+ 1; } 
a-il/fnu/(2*k+l+nu+l)'*(digni(nu+l. )-»>digm(l. ) ) ;qk-conj (qi)*conj (qi)/4.0;yk»xCn] *x[n] ; 
if(k!-0)
g— l*qk*yk/k/(k);























·( f— l.*qm»ya/m/œ*np/nl*Buinnow/BuinprBv;f»f*(lnx-l./nl)/(lnx-l./np) ;Bİ»Bİ*f + l. ; }
виіппоѵ*виіпрг«ѵ;шш-·!.;}
































•■•+g*h*(lnx«lnx/2.) . ; }  
kk+-l.;}

















































{■ 1 -1 .0 ;
for(m-acc;m>0;m— )














r - 0 . 0 ;
for(n-l;n>-0;n--)
{
уш-ук-х[n ]* x [n ] ;qm -q l*q l/4 .0 ; In x - lo g (x [n ]) ; ln x2 -ln x*ln x ; e2 -0 .0 ; 
fo r (k -a c c ;k > -0 ;k — )
{ ■ 1- 1 . 0 ;
for(m-acc;m>0;m— )
{n l-2 . *(k+m)+l+nu+mu+l. ;n p -n l-2 . ;n n l - l . /п1;хш р-1. / n p ; f - - l . •qm-ym/m/(m+nu)-(nnl*(lnx2+iml*(-2. ·1ιιχ+ηη1·2. ) ) )/(ηηρ·(1ηχ2+ηηρ*(-2. -Inx+nr, 
n l-2 .* k + l. tl+nu+m u;nnl-l. / n l ;a -B İ /fu u -(n n l-(ln x 2 + im l* (-2 .·1ηχ·Μΐη1·2.) ) ) ;q k -c o n j(q i -q i ) /4 .0  ; 
i f ( k ! -0 )
g— l.-qk*yk/k/(ktmu) ;





{ym-yk-x[n ]*x[n ] ; q m -q l·q l/4 .0 ; In x -log(x[n ] ) ; ·2-0.0 ; 
for(k-acc;k>-0; к— )
{ ■ 1- 1 . 0 ;
for(m-acc;m>0;m— )
{nl-2. *(k+m)+l+nu·*·! . -t-mu;np-nl-2. ; f--l. •qm*ym/m/(m+nu)-np/nl ;f-f *(lnx-1./nl)/(Inx-1./np) ; sl-Bl*f+ 1. ; } 
a-Bl/fnu/(2.*k+l+l.tnu+mu)*(lnx-l./(2.»k+l+nu+mu+l.));qk-conj(qi)*conj(qi)/4.0; 
if(k!-0)




r - r t 4 . /p i /p i* lo g ( c o n j ( q i ) * q l /4 . ) * (y C l]-y  CO]) ;  
fo r (n - l ;n > -0 ;n — )
{ym-yk-x Cn]·χ Cn];qm-ql*ql/4.0;·2-0.0 ; 
for(k-acc;k>-0;k— )




































g*fact (nu-mm-l.)/f act (nun) *pow(ql/2. ,2*mm-nu); 
if((2*(kktmm)-nu+l+BU+l.)!*0)










f or (k*0; k<acc; k·*··«·)
{f a· i/f act (kk); f anu· i/f act (kk+nu); h«pou( -1, kk) *pou (ql/2., kk-«nu) *f a*pow (ql/2., kk) anu; nun»0.0; 
for(m*0;m<"mu-l ¡a·«··«·)
{nl«2* (kk-t^ am) -mu-^nu·«·!·«·! .; g»f act (mu-mm-1.) /f act (nun) *pov(conJ (qi) /2. , 2*ma-au); 
if ((2'*'(kk-«'Bm)-BU-H-«-nu·^ !.) !»0)
•■•■«•h*g«pov(xCn] .nD/nl^dnx'l/nl);
•Is·








f or (k«0 ; lc<acc ;k+·*·)






• -•+g-h*(log(iLn])) ;aua+-l. ;) 
kk+-l.;}








{nl-2*(ktm)+l+mu+nu+l ;np-nl-2. ;f--l*qm*ym/m/(m+nu)*np/nl-(lnx-l, /ni) / (lnx-1. /np) ;f-f *(digm(nu+m+l. ) ♦digmím+l. ) )/ (digm(nu+in)•••digm(m) ) ; ·1··1·ΐ+ i 
a-il/fnu/(2-k+l+inutnu+l)-(digm(nu+l,)+digm(l.))·(lnx-1/(2*k+l+mu+nu+l));qk-conj(qi)-conj(qi)/4.0; 
yk-xCn] ·χ[η] ; 
if(k!-0)
g--l*qk-yk/k/(k+mu);
• le· g-l/ffflu«pov(xCn] ,lfmu'«-nu-t-l)«pow(conj(qi)/2. ,fflu)*pow(ql/2. ,nu) ;






{ • 1- 1 . 0 ;
for(m-acc;m>0;m— )
{f--l*qm*ym/m/(m+nu)* (2*(k+m-l) + l+mu+nu+l. )/(2*(k+m) + l+mu+nu+l) ; f-f · (digm(nu+m+l. )+digm(m+l. ) ) / (digm(nu+m)+digm(m) );·1-·1*ί + 1; } 













{nl-2*(k+m)+l+mu+nu+l ;np-nl-2. ;f— l*qm*ya/m/(m+mu)*np/nl'*'(lnx-l ./nl)/(lnx-l ./np) ;f-f*(digm(mu+m+l. )+digm(mtl. ) )/(diga(mu-Mn)-fdigm(m) ) ;·1-·1·ί+1 
a-· 1/f ши/ (2*k+l+mu+nu·*·! ) · (digm(mu-«-l. ) ■»■digmC 1. ) ) * ( Inx-1/ (2*k+l+mu+nu+1 ) ) ; qk-ql*ql/4.0 ; yk-x [n] *x Cn] ; 
if(k!-0)
g— l*qk*yk/k/(k+nu) ;






{ym-ylc-xCn]*x[n] ;qm«conj(qi*qi)/4. ; lnx»log(i[n] ) ;s2-0.0; 
f or(k-acc; lc>-0; k— )
{•1-1.0;
for(m-acc;m>0;m— )
{f ■-l<‘qm*yni/m/(m-*’mu)*(2*(k+m-l) + l+mu+nu+l.) /(2*(k+m) ♦1+mu+nu+l) ;f-f •(diga(mu+m+l. )+digffl(m+l.) )/(digm(mu+m)+digm(m) ) ; il-il^f+1; } 
a-il/fmu/(2-k+l+mu+nu+l)-(digm(mu·*·! . )+diga(l.)) ;qk-ql*ql/4.0;yk-x[n] *xCn] ; 
if(k!-0)
g--l«qk*yk/k/(k+nu>;













•-•■••h*g-pow(xCn] ,2*(kk+inm)-mu+nu+l·»·! .) /(2*(kk+mm) -mu+nu+1+1.);
«I··






























•-•■♦■h*g*pow(xCn] ,2*(kk+mm)-nu-mu+l+l. )/(2*(kk+mm)-nu-mu+l+l. ) ;
• Is·
•-•♦g*h*(log(xCn] )) ;min+-l. ;}
kk+-l.;}
yCn]-·;}
r-r+1./pi/pi*(y[1]-y Co] ); 
for(n-l;u>«0;n— )
{ym-yk-'xCnJ *xCn] ;qm«ql»ql/4. ; Inx-log (x [n] ) ;a2»0.0; 
for(k-acc;k>“0;k--)
{■l-l.O;










void ch«ckaiz«(int n,int m)
<if( n <1 II m <1)








matrix(int k.int 1) ;
inlin· matrix(matrix tin)
{n*in.n;m*in.m;•lem*in.elem;rovptr'*in.rovptr;nuser>in.nuser; 





delete □  rovptr; 
delete nuser ;}>
inline complex «operatorQ (int k)
{retum(rovptrCk]);} 
void operator-(matrix txx); 
void operator<(matrix txx);
friend matrix operator*(matrix tin,complex sc); 
friend matrix operator*(complex sc,matrix tin); 
complex t operatorO (int k,lnt 1); 
complex t matrix::operatorO(int k);}; 
complext matrix: roperatorO (int k.int 1)
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{
cout<<"matrix ind«x out of rang· \n";
•xit(l) ;}r*tum(*(rowptr[lc-l] + l-l));} 
complex t matrix::op«rator()(int k)
{if(n!-l kk m!-l)







nua«r*n*w int;(*nua«r)·!;«leffl"n«w complex [n«m];int i , j;J*n«m;complex «zz;
for(zz"elem, i"0; i<j ; i·*”*’)*zz++ ■ 0; 
rowptr·· new complex* [n]; 
if(elem-"NULL II rowptr ■■NULL)






{deleteQ elem ;deleteQ rowptr ;delete nuaer ;}
•lae (*nuaer)—  ;n-xx.n;m»xx.m;nuaer»xx.nuaer;elem»xx.elem;rowptr»xx.rowptr;(*nuaer)++;} 
void matrix::operator·(matrix kxx)
{int i,k;






{deleteQ elem;deleteD rowptr;n"XX.n;m"xx.m;elem· new complex [n*m]; 
rowptr· new complex* [n];
if(elem**NULL II rowptr ■■NULL)
{
cout<<" aorry!! ceuinot allocate memory for thia matrix \n";
•xit(l);
}
for(i·©; i<n; 1+·*·)rowptr[i]· elem+i*m; 
k^n*m;
for(i^0,ti^elem,t2^xx.elem;i<k;i++)*tl++ ■ *t2++;}} 
elae
{(*nuaer) —  ;n^xx.n;m«xx.m;elem· new complex Cn*ni];nuaer^new int;(*nuaer)·!;rowptr· new complex* [nj ; 
if(elem--NULL II rowptr ■■NULL)
{








matrix oparator*(matrix Jtin.complax sc) // ln«sc
{
int n,ffl,k; 
raglstar int i; 
rsgistar complaz «tl,«t2; 
matrix rasultCnoin.nrm^in.m); 
k"n*m;
for(tl«in.*iam,t2"rasult .«lamfi-O; i< i c ;  i + + )
• t2++· sc* •tl-*'+; 
ratum(rasult) ;
}
matrix oparator*(complax sc,matrix tin) // ic*in
{
int n,ffl,k; 
ragistar int i; 




*t2t+· sc· »tl++; 
ratuxn(rasult);
}
matrix oparator+(matrix ta,matrix tb) // a+b
<
int n.m,k;
if((n-a.n) !■ b.n II (m-a.m)!-b.m)
{





ragistar complaz *tl,*t2,*t3; 
matrix rasult(n,m);
for(ia0,tl»a.alam,t2**b.alam,t3>*ra8ult. a lam ; Kk; !■»'··■)
•t3++ - *t2++ + •tl+·*·; 
ratum(rasult) ;}
matrix oparator-(matrix ta,matrix tb) // a-b
{
int n,m,k;
lf((n-a.n) !■ b.n II (m>a.m)!*b.m)
{cout<<" in subtraction matrix sizas must ba tha sama\n";axit(l);} 
k· n*m;
ragistar int i; 
ragistar complax *tl,«t2,*t3; 
matrix rasult(n,m);
for(i*0,tl-a.alam,t2«b.alam,t3>rasult .alam;i<k;i-^ -<·)
•t3+·«· ■ *tl++ - •t2++;ratum(rasult) ;}
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matriz operator*(matriz fta,matriz tb) // a*b
{
lf(a.m !■ b.n)
{cout<<"lncompatlbl· matriz ilz· In multlpllcatlon"<<a.m<<b.n<<"\n" ;«zlt(l) i*} 
Int l,J,k,n.m,l; 
complaz sum;






for(k"0;lc<l;]c++,t2+-m)ium+· *tlt+ · •t2;ree[l] [j]«eum;}} 
retum(res);} 
complez «ztt2;





{zz-in[kj [0] ;inCk] C0]»inCl] CO] ;in[l] [0]-xz;retum;}














for(i*k,tl»inCk]+k, t3*t2; Km; i++)
•t3++ ■ *tl++;




void rowopCmatrlx Ain,int l,int k,complex se)// 1· l-sc*k 
{Int l,m;complez «ti,*t2;m"ln.m; 
for(i»0,t2»inCk] ,tl«in[l] ;Km; 1++)
*tl++ —  se · «t2++;>
void prowop(matrlz ftin,lnt l,lnt k,complez se)// 1· l-sc«k 
{Int l,m;reglster complez «ti,«t2;m"ln.m; 
for(i"k,t2»in[k]+k,tl»in[l] +k; Km; !·♦■+)
•tl++ -■ se · *t2++;}






<if ((t-abBo(inCi] [kj ))>ininax)
{mniax*t ;









-Ccout<<“matrix muat ba squara to invart\n”; 
axit(l);> 
if(a.n !- b.n)
{cout<<" nufflbar of rows muat ba tha aama for solving";axit(1);} 
matrix lu,y; 
int mm· a.m>b.ffl?a.m:b.m; 




// tha nufflbar 0.9 balov rapraaanta a compromiaa 
// batwaan apaad and praciaion. Aa you dacraaaa 
// that nufflbar spaad incraaaaa but praciaion may 
// not ba vary good, if you incraaaa this numbar 
// tovarda 1.0 you gat a vary high praclaion 












8+· *tl++ · *t2;yCi]Ck]- (yCi][k]-a)/luCi][i];}>dalata □  xtt2;ratum(y) ;} 
complax dat(matrix a)
{int 1,J ,k,n,ffl,ccnt«0;complax a,«tl,*t2;matrix b;b«matrix(a.n,l);int mm· a.m>b.m?a.m:b.m;xtt2· nau complax Cnun]; 
for(i^0;i<a.n;l++)b[i][0]-l; 
if((n^(a.n)) !· a.m)
{cout<<"matrlx must ba aquara to invartXn";axit(l);} 
if(a.n !· b.n)





// tha nufflbar 0.9 balov rapraaanta a compromiaa
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// b«tv««n sp««d and praclaion. As you dacraas·
// that nufflbar ipaad incraaaaa but praclalon may 
// not ba vary good. If you Incraasa thls numbar 
// towarda 1.0 you gat a vary high pracliion 
// but program ulll n m  alightly tlowar.
If (abaoduCi] Ci]/lu[k] Ci] )<1.0) //.9 Inataad o í 1.0






rar ■ ccntX2··!? -1:1;
f or(i»0; i<n; i++)rar·· lu[i] [i] ;dalata □  ztt2;ratum(rar); } 




















•t2 -conj (•tl++)/totaba;3· 
raturn(tamp);}
matriz oparator!(matriz k in )
{ratum(trpadn));}
matriz oparator/(matriz iinl,matriz Jtln2)
{ratum(inl*inv(in2));} 
matriz oparatorI(matriz Ainl,matriz iln2)
■Cratum(8olva(lnl,ln2)) ;> 
matriz oparator/(matriz Alnl,complaz bolán)
{ratum(inl«( (complaz) 1.0/bolan)) ;} 
matriz oparator/(matriz Alnl, doubla bolán)
{ratumdnl*((complaz) 1.0/bolan));} 
vold prlnt(matriz Am) // prlnta tha matriz 
<
cout<<"\n jmatrix alza la "<< m.n <<" by "<< m.m<<"\n'';
Int 1,J :
for(i»0;i<m.n;i++)
{cout<<”\n";for( j*0; J<m.m; j++)cout<<raal(mCi] Cj] )<<"+i"<<"\n'' ;> 
printf (''\n") ;>




for(i-0:i<k ;i++)raaultC l]C i3-1; 
r«turn(r«iu lt);}




for(i*0;i<k;i++)for(J-0; j<l; j++)raault [i] Cj]«l;raturn(raault) ;}· 
matriz zaroa(int k, int 1)
{ratum(matriz(k, 1 } ) ;}







matriz laaatsqCmatriz ka,matriz kb)
{matriz c;c-a;ratum(( ! c»c) I ( ! c*b));} 
void myarrorhandlarO
{cout<<" matriz i· cloaa to aingular than";} 
matriz optimiza(matriz kR, matriz kb)
{matriz znm,xn,yn,dal,mal,hal,zz; 
complaz tl,t2,t3,t4¡




yn- уп-хп*((!хх)*уп)/(((!хх)*хп)[0][0]);t2»tl;tl· ((!zn)*zn)[0][0];} 
ratum(yn);}
inlina complaz abaq(matrix ka)
{ratum( (( ! a) *a) [0] [0] ) ; }  
inlina complaz dot(matriz ka,matriz kb)
{ratum((( !a)*b) [0] [0]) ;} 
matriz optimiza2(matriz kR, matriz kb)
{matriz xn[350].hal,mal,zn;complax alC350],batC3S0];int i; 
xnCO]· (!b)/(b*!b);zn· R*znC0];al[0]· abaq(znC0])¡batCO]- dot(znC0],zn)¡ 




cout<< "tha algorithm atoppad at "<<i<<" th atap \n"; 















for(m-0;n<l + l ;mt-*-)raiult"ra«ult+xnCm] "(htlCn] [0] );
raturn(r«iult);









































for(m-0;m<i + l ;m++)raault»raiult+xnCm]•(halCm][0]); 
x>rasult;




fo r(i*0 ;i< d i.n ;it+ )
diCilCi]- bC0][i]*conj(bC0]Ci]); //*la-15; 
t< !R;
tt< aolva(R*t+di,!b ) ; 
r*t\im(t*tt);















































■igma ■ 0.37; 
xi-0.0;yi-0.05;zi-0.0;
// d«gr··· kalvin 
// Boltzmann constant 
//aff pbw for 16 KHz rac HBW, 2NEI 
//tlaaua ralativa apsilon apprz
bawara fraquancy has incraaaad dramatically
// apprz avg tlsaua conductivity 
// point of intaraat 
M-3a-9*1.5*0.156*0.166*0.15*f/63.9a6; // 8cm fov 612z512 1.5mm, 1.5 T
M-3a-9*1.5*f/63.9a6;
// propagating moda wavavactor
kmag*sqrt((complax)-l*j*v*mu*(sigma + j*w*ar*a0)); 
cout<<raal(kmag)<<"+i"<<imag(kmag)<<"\n";
// numbar of modas should go approzimataly as 
// m*4 whara m is 1/siza of smallast structura
// or in tha fraquancy domain tha highast spatial fraquancy 
// that is considarad is m*2pl/l








t t -0 ;
int i ;
for (i -0  ; K20000 ; i++, tt+ - pi/20000.0) 




fo r(i-0 ;i<n ;i+ +)
tlsCitl]>tisCi]-t-c/sqrt (l>bata«bata«sin(tisCi]) 
*sln (tisC l])) :
c-tisC n]/pi;
fo r (i"0 ;i< n + l; i++)tis Ci]/*c; 
ratum(bata) ;
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complax ql ; 
doubla dl;











if (i!*0) (*bb) Co] Cfflodbl'«-colfmnbl]*ana»axp(-l*j«i*pphiO) ;
ans"l/v/mu«
( i/prO«basaal(i,ql*prO)-ql«baB8al(i't‘l,ql«'prO))* 




(*bb) [0] Cfflodbl+col]-j'*ene*«xp(J*i*pphiO))/iqrt(2) ; 
if (i!"0) (*bb)[0][modbl+col+mnbl]-( (*bb) [0] Daodbl+col+nmbl]-J*ani*exp(-l*j*i*pphiO))/iqrt(2);
///
















if (i!-0) (*bb)CO]Cmodbl+col+nmbl+cbl]-( (*bb)CO]Cmodbl+col+mnbl+cbl]-1·j*ani*«xp(-l*j*i*pphiO))/iqrt(2);
///
ani"(





( • b b ) C o ] C f f l o d b l + d b l + c o l ] ■ a n i * « x p ( j * l * p p h i O ) ;
i f  ( i  !■ 0 ) ( * b b )  Co] C D o d b l- f4 *n o fm o d « « "b s '» -c o I- t> 3 * ( n o f m o d · · )  * b · ]  ■ a n a * « z p ( - l *  J * i * p p h i O ) ;
// couc<<i) :
}
/ /  cout<<"B fflatrlz computed \n";
/ /  cout<<(*b)); 
int aq,ab,ac;
for (aq-0;aq<nofmodai;aq++)






{ for (ab"0;ab<ba;ab+·*·) 
i  for (ac«0;ac<4;act+)




















//cout<<"flading the magnetic field and the B matrix \n”

















i f  ( i !"0 )  (*bb) [0] Cinodbl+col+mnbl]»( (*bb) [0] Cmodbl-*-col+mnbl]-j*ane*exp(-l*jei*phi0))/5qrt(2) ;
///
ans*(










if (i!*0) (*bb) [0] [aodbl^-col+mnbl + cbl] ■ani*«xp(-l*j*i*phiO);
an»"l/w/nm*
( i/rO*b«a*«lY(i,ql*rO)-ql*b**««lY(i+l,ql*r0))· 




if (i !"0) (*bb) [0] Daodbl+col+iimbl+cbl]«( (*bb) [0] Cmodbl+col+mnbl+cbl]-l*j*an»*«xp(-l*J*i*phiO))/aqrt (2);
///
an8«(


















for (aq«0 ;aq<nofmodaa-'l ; aq-«·-»’)
{ for (ab«0;ab<ba;ab++)
{ for (ac*0;ac<4;act···)
(*b) Co] Caq*4*ba+ac*ba+ab+mnbl]»(*bb) [O] Cac«noffflod«a*bat(aq-fl)«bs-t-ab-»-mnbl] ;
FILE *fp;
fp»fop*n("b.m","wfb"); 
int 8 Z , v b ;  
fprintf(fp,"b-C");
for(ex“0; ■x<4*‘(2*nofmod··-!) »noeaia; IX++)
{if(iœag((*b)[0][·χ])>·0)
fprintf (fp, "У,1а+У.1ві \n",raal((*b) [0] [·χ] ), imag( (*b) [0] Cix])) ;
·!■·
fprintf (fp,"y.l*y.l*i \n",raal((*b) [0] [ii] ) ,imag((*b) [0] [ex])) ;
}
fprintf(fp," ] ;  
fclo8*(fp);
}
сошріах aconjb(int ldc,int 11)
{
complax aaa;


































// cout<<"computing tha noisa corralation matrix R\n"
i or (Ick 1-0 ; kicKno aam ; 1ÜC1 > ^ )
{
for0ck2-0;kk2<nosam;kk2>-t')
d l-(*d)[0][k kl]; 






U  a n --------bb
//cout<<"aa") ;
complax aa,bb,cc,dd,aa; 
complax if ,g g ,h h ,il,J J ;
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aa«lnt«g(ql,q2,l,pp,pp, nnin, гшах); //1 
dd-lnt«g(ql ,q 2 ,1 ,pp-»-l ,pp-t-l, rınin, rmax); / /1  
bb*lnt«g(ql,q2,-l,pp,pp, rmlıı, nnax); // -1
cc-int*g(ql,q2,0 ,(pp). (pp)+l, rmin, rmax); 








(*R) Ccol] [roı#]"conj ((*R) [гои] Ccol] ) ;
(♦R)[bbl+col][bbl+row]»conj((*R)[bbl+row][bbl+col]);
I m i l l i ! u n u  H m i l i n  İ l l in in  m  m  m  и  İ l l im i  İllini u m  m  u m  ПП
n  c c--- dd
//cout<<"cc");
ff*int^gYY(ql,q2,l,pp,pp, rmin, гшах); // 1 
gg-intagYY(ql,q2,-1,pp,pp, rmin, rmaz); // -1 
hh-intagYY(ql,q2,l,pp+l,pp+l, rmin, rmaz); İli 
ii-int«gYY(ql,q2,0,pp,pptl, rmin, rmaz); 
jj-int*gYY(ql,q2,0,pp+l,pp, rmin, rmaz);
(•R) [cbl+rotf] Ccbl>col]-2*pi*aigma*inz*(ff't-(dl)*d2/pow(conj (ql) ,2)/pow(q2,2)*(2*pov(pp,2)«gg-«-conJ (ql)*q2*hh-pp*q2*ii-pp*conj (ql)*j j)); 











(*R) С(ЬЫ)*со1] Crow]-conj ((*R) Crow] [bbl+col]) ;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 




bdl-int«gJY(ql,q2,-*l ,pp,pp, rmln, rmaz) ; // -1 
bd2-int*gJY(ql,q2,l,pptl,pp+l, rmin, rmax); // 1 







acl-intagJY(ql,q2,1,pp,pp, rmin, rmax); // 1





(•R) Cdbl-t-col] Crow]-conj ((*R) Crow] Cdbl+col] );
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//be














if (ρρ··0) fp"fop*n("r0.m","w+b"); 
if (ρρ··ΐ) fp-fop«n("rl.m","w+b"); 
if (ρρ-·2) fp«fop*n("r2.m*', "w+b") ; 
if (ρρ··3) fp»fop*n('*r3.m" , "w+b") ; 
if (ρρ··4) fp«fop*n("r4.m","w+b"); 
if (pp” 5) fp“fop*n("r5.m" , "w+b") ; 
if (ρρ··6) fp»fор*п("гб.m","w+b"); 
if (pp— 7) fp-fop«n("r7.m" , "w+b") ; 
if (pp--8) fp*fop*n(''r8.m" , "v+b") ; 
if (ρρ··9) fp-fop*n("r9.m","w+b"); 
if (ρρ«·10) fp"fop*n("rl0.m","v+b"): 
if (ρρ··11) fp»fop*n("rll.m","w+b");
int ■XfVb;






fprintf (fp,"y.l*+Xl*i \n",r*al((*R) [ex] [vb] ) ,imag((*R) [ix] [vb])) ;
•Isa
fprintf (fp,-y.laXlai \n” ,raal( (*R) [ex] [vb] ), imag( (*R) [ex] [vb])) ;
}
}
fprintf (fp,"] ;'·) ; 
fcloea(fp);
·/











< for (mn-0;mn<4*(nofmoda«-l)*b»;mn++) (*R) [xy]Cmn+4*(nofmoda*)*b*]-(*R)Cxy] Dnn+4*b·];
>
·/ complex cm;
// cout<<"Optimizing th· gain· \n"; 
int Jkl,mk,nj:
// matrix *RR;
// RR"naw matrix(4«noaam,4*nosaffl); 
matrix «bb;
bb«naw matrixd ,4*DOsaffl) ;




// complax abn; 
abn-nbaCO][0];














cout<<raal (chack) <<" ,'‘<<imag(chack)<<"\n"; 
cm»1.0/(t3C0] C o ] ); 
abn"t3C0]C o ];











if ( (f f-fopanCfna, "w+b"))— NULL)
{
























unsignad char «iml; 
doubl· mul;























if (xzo> .0) -(phiphiO"atan(yyo/xxo) ;}
·!■· {if (yyo<0.0)phiphi0*ataLn(yyo/xxo}-pi;*l8· phiphiO-atan(yyo/xxo)->-pi;}
}
• Is« {if(yyo>.0) {phipiii0»pi/2;} ·1β· {phiphiO— pi/2;>}
if((xxo*xxo + yyo*yyo)<(Ry*Ry))
{






















if(rO--,0012) ffx-fop^n("aaa0012.bbb","v"); ·!■· 
if(rO··.0029) ffx«fop^n("aaa0029.bbb","w"); ·!·· 
if (rO··.0048) ffi-fop*n("aaa0048.bbb","v'·) ; ·!·· 
if(r0*".007) ffx«fop^ n(''aaa0070.bbb",''w'·); ·!·· 
if(rO--.0096) ffx-fop*n("aaa0096.bbb","v'·); ·1β· 
if(rO··.0123) ffx-fop*nC’aaa0123.bbb","w"); ·18· 
if(rO— .0155) ffx-fop«n("aaa0156.bbb","w"); ·!■· 
if(r0".0191) ffx»fop*n("aaa0191 .bbb" , "w") ; ·!·· 
if (rO··.0233) ffx-fop*n("aaa0233.bbb'',"w'·) ; ·!«· 
if(r0~".028) ffx«fop«n("aaa0280.bbb","v"); «Is· 
if(rO··.0333) ffz"fop*n("aaa0333.bbb","v"); ·!·· 
if(rO-·.0393) ffx-fop*n("aaa0393.bbb","w"); ·!■· 
if (rO-·.0481) ffx-fop*n("aaa0461 .bbb'',''u'·) ; ·!■· 
if(rO--.0539) ffx-fop*n("aaa0539.bbb”,"w'·); ·!·· 
if(rO--.0627) ffx-fop#nC'aaa0627.bbb’',"w"); ·!■· 
if (rO” .0727) ffx-fop«n(''aaa0727.bbb'',"w") ; ·!■· 
if(r0--.0840) ffx-fop«n("aaa0840.bbb","v"); ·!■· 
if (rO·-.0969) ffx-fop«n("aaa0969.bbb","w'·) ; ·!·· 
if (rO··. 1115) ffx«fop«n(''aaalll5.bbb'',"w") ; ·!■· 
if(rO--. 1281) ffx-fop«n(“aaal281.bbb",*'v"): ·!■·
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if(rO— .1469) ffx-fop«n("a**1469.bbb","v"): «Is· 
if(rO-·.1682) ffx"fop«n("aaal682.bbb“,"v"); «Is· 
if (rO” . 1924) ffx*fop«n("aaal924.bbb",“v"); el·· 













if(r0*"0.0012) saverae("dene0012.ras",he,wi,iml); else 
if(r0**0.0029) saverae("dene0029.ras",he,ui,iml); el·· 
if(r0"“0.0048) eavera8("dene0048.ra·",he,wi,iml); elie 
if(r0**0.007) saveras("deae0070.ras",he,wi,iml); else 
if(r0*-0.0096) eav«rae("dene0095.raa",he,wi,iml); else 
if(r0""0.0123) •av«rae("dene0123.rae",he,wi,iml); alee 
if(r0"*0.0155) iaverae("dene0156.rae",he,vi,iffll); alee 
if (r0»0.0191) savaraa("dana0191.ras" ,he,vi,iml): alaa 
if (r0»0.0233) 8avarai("dana0233.raa" ,ha,vi,iffll); alee 
if(r0"^0.0280) savaraa("dane0280.rai",ha,ui,iffli): alaa 
if (r0»0.0333) savaraa("dana0333.ras",ha,vi,iffll); alia 
if(r0"*0.0393) favaraa("dana0393.raa",ha,wi,iffll); alia 
if(r0«"0.0461) 8avaraa("dena0461.raa",ha,vi,iml): alaa 
if(r0*-0.0539) 8avara8("dana0639.ra8",ha,vi,iml); alaa 
if(r0**0.0627) 8avaras("dana0627.raa",ha,vl, iml); else 
if (r0--0.0727) 8avara8("dana0727.ra8" ,he,tii,iml); alaa 
if(r0""0.0840) 8avara8("dana0840.ra8",ha,vi,iffll); alaa 
if(r0**0.0969) 8avara8("dana0969.ra8",ha,vi,iffll); «laa 
if(r0*"0.1115) •avaraaC'danalllS.ra·",ha,vl,iffll); alaa 
if(r0""0.1281) •avara8("danal281.ra·",he,wi,iffll); alaa 
if (r0»0.1469) 8avaras("danal469.ra8" ,ha,wi,iml); alaa 
if(r0""0.1682) 8avara8("danal682.ra·",he,vi,iffll); alaa 
if(r0->0.1924) •avara8("danal924.raa",ha,wi,iffll); alaa 
if (r0»0.2198) aavara8("dana2198.ras" ,ha,vi,iml): alsa 
































if (ab«o(t«fflp)>va·) {va«*abao(t«0p);mz*zzo;By"yyo;} 













if(r0” .0012) ffz-fop«n("aaaxz0012.bbb" , "v") ; «la« 
if(r0«.0029) ffx-fop«n("aaazz0029.bbb'','V); «la« 
if(r0— .0048) ffx-fop«nC'aaaxz0048.bbb'',"w'') ; «la« 
if(r0— .007) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0070.bbb","v“); «la« 
if(r0— .0096) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0096.bbb","v"); «la« 
if(r0— .0123) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0123.bbb","v"); «la« 
if(r0— .0166) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0155.bbb","w"); «la« 
if(r0».0191) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0191.bbb","v") ; «la« 
if(r0— .0233) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0233.bbb”,"v"); «Is« 
if(r0" . 028) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0280.bbb"/'v") ; ·!«· 
if (r0” .0333) ffx-fop«a("aaaxz0333.bbb","v") ; «la« 
if(r0— .0393) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0393.bbb","v"); ·!»« 
if(r0— .0461) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0461.bbb","v“); «la« 
if (r0».0639) ffx*fop«n("aaaxz0639.bbb","v") : «la« 
if (r0».0627) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0627.bbb","v“) : ·!>·
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if(rO— .0727) ffx-fop«n("aaaxz0727.bbb”,''w"); «lı· 
if (rO” .O04O) ffz-fop«n('*aaaxz0840.bbb", "v"); ala· 
if (r0««.0969) ffz«fop«n("aaajcz0969 .bbb" , "v"); al·· 
if (r0— .1115) ffz-fopan("aaazzlll6.bbb","w") ; alsa 
İf(r0--.1281) ffz-fopan("aaazzl281.bbb","v"); alsa 
if(rO-·.1469) ffz*fopan("aaazzl469.bbb","v"); ala· 
if(rO··.1682) ffz*fopan("aaazzl682.bbb","v"); ala· 
İf(r0” .1924) ffz"fopaa("aaazzl924.bbb" , "v"); ala·











if (r0»0.0012) aavaraa("daaazz0012.raa" ,ha,vi,iml) : ala· 
if(rO— 0.0029) savaraa("danazz0029.raa",ha,wi,iml); ala· 
if(r0"*0.0048) aavaraa("danazz0048.raa",ha,vl,iml): ala· 
if(r0""0.007) aavaraa("daaazz0070.raa",ha,vi,iffll); ala· 
if(r0>"0.0095) aavaraa("danazz0096.ra·",ha,vi,iml); ala· 
if(r0*"0.0123) a«varaa("danazz0123.raa",ha,wi,imi); ala· 
if(rO— 0.0165) aavaraa("danazz0165.raa",ha.vi.imi); ala· 
if (r0»0.0191) savaraa("danazz0191.raa",ha,vi,iınl); ala· 
if(r0«*0.0233) aavaraa("daaazz0233.raa",ha,vi,iffll); ala· 
if(r0**0.0280) aavaraa("danazz0280.raa",ha,vi,iınl); alsa 
if(r0**0.0333) aavaraa("daDazz0333.raa",ha,vi,imi); ala· 
if(r0**0.0393) aavaraa("danazz0393.raa",ha,wi,iffll); ala· 
if(r0**0.0461) ıavaraa("danazz0461.raa",ha,vi,iol); alaa 
if (r0»0.0639) aavaraa("danazzOS39.raa" ,ha,vi,iol); alaa 
if(r0*"0.0627) ■avaraa("danazz0627.raa",ha,vi,iffli); alaa 
if(r0"*0.0727) aavaraa("danazz0727.raa",ha,vi,İDİ); alaa 
if(r0**0.0840) savaraa("danazz0840.raa",ha,vi,iml): alaa 
if (r0»0.0969) savara·("danazz0969.raa",ha,vi,imi); alaa 
if(r0""0.1115) savaraa("danazzlll5.raa",ha,vi,iml); alaa 
if(r0"*0.1281) savaras("danazzl281.ras",ha,vi,iffll); alaa 
if(r0"*0.1469) 8avaras("danazzl469.ras",ba,vi,iffll); alaa 
if(r0-*0.1682) aavaraa("danazzl682.raa",ha,ui,iffll); alaa 
if(r0*"0.1924) savaras("daaazzl924.raa",ha,vi,iffll); alaa 
if (r0»0.2198) savaraa("daoazz2198.ras",ha,vi,iffll); alaa 












f or (· 1*0 ;*l<no*am-jum; ·!■♦■♦)
<
for (•2*0 ; •2<noeam-jujii : 0 2++)















cout<<“antar innar radius\n"; 
tcanf ("y.lf " ,irmin) ; 
cout<<"antar outar radiu· \n"; 
scanf("Xlf"»irmaz);
cout<<” antar пишЬаг of Baasal modaB ш \n'';
Bcanf ("У.11“ »inofmodaB) ;
cout<<"antar dinit \n";




cout<<"antar point of intaraat radial diatanca \n" 
Bcanf ("Xlf ", Jtaatt ) ; 
rO"aatt;
cout<<"antar point of intaraat angla (*pi) \n" ; 





































• la· if(aqrt(pov(jua«qa*aal,2)-t-pow(lin^qa*aa2,2))<150) acc-49;
• la· if (aqrt(pov(Juffl«qa«aal ,2)-»-pow(linaqa«Ba2,2} ) <200) acc«65;


















qq*aqrt(pow(kniag,2)-‘pov((*dnav) CO] [noaam-Jum-t-Jh] ,2)) ; 














gaina-naw fflatriz(4«(2*nofmodaa-l)*noaaa, 1) ; 













if(pp” 2) {tranı((*R2), (*R));} 
if(pp**3) {trana((*R3), (*R)) ;)■ 
if(pp— 4) {trana((*R4), (*R));} 
if(pp” 6) -CtranaCC^RS), (*R)) 
if(pp“»6) {trans((*R6),(*I0 ) ;} 
if(pp--7) {trana((*R7),(*R));} 
if(pp” 8) {trana((*R8), (*I0);} 
if(pp” 9) {tran«((*R9), (*R));} 
if(pp— 10) {trana((*R10), (*R));} 
if(pp··!!) -{tranai (♦Rll), (*R)) ;}· 
if(pp” l2) {trana((*R12), (*R));} 
if(pp“ 13) {trana((*R13) , (*I0) 
if(pp“»14) <trana((*R14), (*R)) ;}■ 
if(pp“ 15) {trana((*R15), (*R)) ;> 
if(pp-“16) {trana((*R16),(*R)) 
if(pp— 17) <trana((*R17), (*f0) 
if(pp“ 18) {trana((*R18), (*R)) 
if(pp“ 19) {trana((*R19), (*I^ ));} 
if(pp” 20) {trana((*R20), (•R));} 









lf(pp-"0) {if(nosamt*jum)dalat· R0;R0>nav matriz(4*nosam,4*nosaffl);(*R0)*(*R);}
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İ f  (pp·' 
i f  (p p - 
İ f(p p · ' 
i f  (p p -  
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
i f ( p p -  
i f (p p -·  
i f ( p p -  
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
if(p p -·  
i f  (p p -  
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
i f  (p p -  
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
i f  (pp— 
>//5 
da la t·
•1) {if (noaaın!-Jum)dalat· Rl;Rl-naw m«trlx(4*noaam,4<'noaam); (•R1)-(*R); }
•2) {if(noaam!-jum)dalata R2;R2-nav matrix(4*noaaiD,4*noaaa);(*R2)-(*R);}
■3) {if(noaam!-jum)dalata R3;R3*naw matrix(4*noaajn,4*noaam);(*R3)-(*R);}
•4) {if(noaajn!-Jum)dalat· R4;R4-naw matrix(4*noaao,4*noaam);(*R4)-(»R);>
•6) {if(nosaffli-juffl)dalata R6;R6-naw matrix(4«noaaın,4«noaaffl);(«R6)-(*R);}
•6) {if (noaajn!-Juııı)dalat· R6;R6-nav matrix(4-noaam,4*noaaffl) ; (*R6)-(*R);}
•7) {if (noaaıni-juın)dalat· R7;R7-nav matrix(4'*noaaın,4*noaaın) ; (*R7)-(*R)
>8) {if(nosaffll-juın)dalat· R8;R8-nav matrix(4*nosaffl,4*nosaın); (*R8)-(«R);}
■9) {if(noaam!-jum)dalata R9;R9-nav matrix(4*noaam,4-noaam);(*R9)-(*R);}
■10) {if(noaam!-jum)dalata R10;R10-nav matrix(4*noaam,4*noaanı);(*R10)-(*R);> 
■11) {if(noaam!-juaı)dalat· Rll;Rll-nav matrix(4*noaam,4*noaaa);(*R11)-(*R);> 
■12) {if(notam!■Juffi)dalata R12;R12-nau matrix(4«notam,4«notam);(«R12)-(*R);} 
>13) {if(notam!-Juffl)dalat· R13;R13-nav fflatrix(4*notam,4*notam);(*R13)-(«R);} 
■14) {if(notam!-jum)dalata R14;R14-naw matrix(4*notam,4*notam);(♦R14)-(*R);} 
•16) {if(notam!-Jum)dalata R16;R15-nav matrix(4*notam,4«notam);(«R15)-(*R);> 
•16) {if(notam!-jum)dalata R16;R16-naw matrix(4*notam,4*notam);(•R16)-(*R);} 
•17) {if(notam!-jum)dalata R17;R17-naw matrix(4*notam,4»notam);(•R17)-(*R);} 
•18) {if(notam!-Jxun)dalata R18;R18-naw matrix(4*notam,4*notam);(•R18)-(*R);} 
19) {if(notam!-jum)dalata R19;R19-naw matrix(4*notam,4*notam);(•R19)-(-R);} 
'20) {if (noaam!-jum)dalata R20;R20-naw matrix(4‘*notam,4*notam) ; (*R20)-(*R); } 
'21) {if(notam!-jum)dalata R21;R21-naw matrix(4*notam,4*notam);(•R21)-(*R);> 
'22) {if(notam!-jum)dalata R22;R22-naw matrix(4*notam,4-notam);(*R22)-(*R);}




























If (1П(1со*"поіаш) Iln«sacol— l ;
•1·· lln«taco*0; 
lin*qa+-l;
} / / 2
lin*pnco+-l; 
llnaqat·!;
} / / l




} / / 3
i f  ( r O - · .0012) flc· fopan("gains0012.dat", "w +t"); · !■ ·  
i f ( r O · · .0029) fk · fopan("gains0029.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f ( r O · · . 004Θ) fk ·  fopan("gaini0048.d a t " , "u + t"); alsa 
i f ( r 0 " " .0 0 7 )  fk ·  fopan("gains0070. d a t " , "w+t"); alsa 
i f ( r O · · .0096) fk -  fopan("gains0096.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO ” .0123) fk -  fopanC gains0123.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f  (rO— .0156) fk -  fopan("gains0155.dat" , "w +t"); alsa 
i f  (rO— .0191) fk -  fopan("gains0191 .dat" , "w +t"); alsa 
if(rO — .0233) fk - fopan("gains0233.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f  (rO— .0280) fk - fopan("gains0280.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
if(rO — .0333) fk -  fopaaC gains0333.dat", "w+t"); a lia  
i f  (rO— .0393) fk -  fopan("gains0393 .dat" , "w +t"); alsa 
i f ( r O - - .0461) fk - fopan("gains0461. d a t " , "w +t"); alsa 
i f ( r O - - .0639) fk - fopan("gain i0639.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO — .0627) fk - fopan("gain i0627.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f ( r O - - .0727) fk - fopanC gains0727.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO — .084) fk - fopan("gains0840. d a t " , "w +t"); alsa 
i f  (rO— .0969) fk -  fopan("gains0969 .dat" , "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO — .1115) fk -  fop a n ("g a in a lll5 .d a t", "w +t"); a lia  
i f(rO — .1281) fk - fopan("ga insl281 .dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(r O ” . 1469) fk -  fop an ("ga in sl46 9 .d at", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO — .1682) fk -  fopanC gainsl682 .dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO ” . 1924) fk -  fopan("gains 1924.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
i f(rO — .2198) fk - fopan("gains2198.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
if(rO — .25) fk -  fopanC gains2500.dat", "w +t"); alsa 
fk -  fop an ("ga in s.da t", "w+t");
fp r in t f ( fk ,"X ld  \n",nofmodas); 
fo r ( in t  i - 0 ; i<4·(2*nofmodas-l)*nosam;i++) 
fp r in t f ( fk ,"X lg , y.lg \n",
r a a l ( ( » g a in s ) [ i ] [ 0 ] ) ,  im a g ((»g a in s )[i][ 0 ] ) ) ;
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